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About the Book

When the documentary filmmaker Alex Mar set out to report on the nearly one million Americans who practice 

Paganism today, she found herself drawn into a world that defies stereotype. WITCHES OF AMERICA retraces Mar?s 

five-year trip into the occult, which takes her from Paganism?s American mecca in the San Francisco Bay Area, to a 

gathering of more than a thousand witches in the Illinois woods, to the New Orleans branch of one of the world?s most 

influential magical societies. As she introduces us to the array of women and men who seek a variety of experiences 

through rites both ancient and new, a unique community emerges --- one that provokes us to examine the very nature of 

faith.

Illuminating the shadowed world of witchcraft, WITCHES OF AMERICA speaks powerfully to the mysteries of the 

spirit. 

Discussion Guide

1. Discuss your own experiences with spirituality. How do the rituals described in the book compare with the religious 

traditions you observed as a child?

2. Victor and Cora?s magical descendants will have to ?pass on the Feri current,? although revisions and regeneration 

are encouraged. How do the communities described in the book create hierarchies and leaders while remaining open to 

change?

3. While many religions restrict sexual behavior, considering it a path to sin, the author confronts the belief that sex can 

have magical and spiritual power. Did the book change the way you view sexuality?

4. As we see at Stone City, in the woods of Illinois, and through several outdoor rituals and initiations, the natural world 
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plays an important role in Paganism. How does this relate to the author?s own relationship to nature as described in 

chapter 15, ?Three Nights at the Castle??

5. Morpheus built Stone City with her own hands. Could you survive off the grid? How would you be affected by an 

intensely unplugged existence?

6. While televangelists broadcast to global audiences, Wicca and other Pagan traditions are mostly practiced in the 

shadows. How does secrecy affect the belief system? Would you be comfortable worshiping ?underground??

7. Which of the book?s many symbols was most powerful for you? What are your beliefs about the power of rituals?

8. Initiation rituals appear in various places throughout the book. What role has the concept of initiation played in either 

your religious or your secular life?

9. When the author goes into training with Karina, who struggles with earthly poverty, what does she learn from her 

mentor besides the practice of witchcraft?

10. At one gathering, the author meets a group of Dianic Wiccans of an all-female strain that emerged as part of second-

wave feminism. But many Pagan traditions attract both men and women. Before reading the book, did you think of 

witchcraft as exclusively for women? What does the Pagan movement offer men in equal measure to what it offers 

women?

11. Before you read the book, what was your definition of magic? Did the practices in the book --- whether those of 

Morpheus, Karina or Josh --- change your view of magic? Do you believe that a spell is similar to a prayer?

12. In chapter 17, ?Sympathy for the Necromancer,? do Jonathan?s practices, while probably upsetting to most readers, 

also raise questions about how we view death?

13. In the final chapter, what transformation did you recognize in the author? What do you think the message of the 

closing section is?

Author Bio

Alex Mar lives in New York City, her hometown. She has contributed to The Believer, Oxford American, Elle, The New 

York Times Book Review, Slate, New York magazine, and other publications. She is also the director of the documentary 

feature American Mystic. WITCHES OF AMERICAis her first book. For more information, visit www.alex-mar.com.

Critical Praise
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?WITCHES OF AMERICA is brave and sharp and tenaciously researched. I would never have described myself as 

someone ?interested in witchcraft? --- Alex Mar?s book left me feeling the fault had been mine.? 
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